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orion hitek is a know-how company in orlando, central florida, with two major areas of expertise: 
high-class, professional web site design and development - static or 
interactive - as well as pc-based measuring/testing systems.



diese webseite ist aber auch das virtuelle zuhause der orion control, 
einer deutschen firma mit dem schwerpunkt auf pc-gestützter meßtechik, 
speziell der software pps701.

this web site uses css to present the content in the best possible manner.  if you can see this message, then 
css (or javascript) is not enabled in your browser, and the page will not appear as the 
designer intended.
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  professional web sites for professionals


    






durham, nh ï¿½ may 31, 2006 ï¿½
 

new consumer research from 
leichtman research group, inc. (lrg) 
finds that 69% of all us households now subscribe to an online service at 
home, and high-speed internet services now account for about 60% of all online subscribers.


read the full article here: http://www.leichtmanresearch.com/press/053106release.html





        what...

        we have the experience to design your internet presence, we 
        host and service your 
        web site, and we will consult you in "all things internet".

         
        our expertise spans from static to dynamic, database driven and interactive e-commerce web
        sites; internet and intranet; we work with coldfusion or asp; we are renowned for our 
        knowledge of css and 
        other technologies as well as our professionalism and service.  
        

        
        

        
        who...

        orion hitek is a one-stop web development shop. we are a multiple-awards winning know-how
        company: in the web design section we offer you interesting information, 
        prices, a portfolio of sites that we developed 
        and reasons why you should
        consider orion hitek as your partner for your company.
        

        
        

        
        where...

        we are located in central florida - and our german company
        orion control gmbh has an office in germany. 
        but actually, we are *glocal*: we are on the internet, and via 
        email you can contact
        us at any time, from anywhere.
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